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Identification of priority vaccines for micro-
array patches (MAPs) and CTC use
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The methodology and outcomes of the vaccine prioritisation 
exercise for CTC and MAPs have been validated through 
multiple consultations

EXPERT 

CONSULTATION

• To provide feedback on 

the methodology, VIPS 

vaccine priority shortlist 

and final list for CTC 

and MAPs

COUNTRY 

CONSULTATION

• To understand priority 

vaccines for CTC use

PROGRAMMATIC 

EXPERT 

CONSULTATIONS 

• To provide feedback on 

the methodology and 

VIPS vaccine priority 

lists for CTC and MAPs 

including programmatic 

impact
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PUBLIC 

CONSULTATION

• To provide an 

opportunity to 

individuals from broad 

stakeholder groups to 

provide feedback on the 

VIPS vaccine priority list 

for CTC and MAPs
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• Includes licensed, near-licensure vaccines and some pipeline vaccines (i.e., those on R&D 

blueprint or CEPI list and have completed phase 2 clinical trials)

• Excludes vaccines that are obsolete, not used/ recommended in LMICs or not on any 

stakeholder’s priority lists, poised to be replaced by another vaccine or no longer being 

procured. 

• Vaccine delivery in campaigns/ outbreaks or through special strategies

• Whether CTC qualification is feasible based on existing heat stability/VVM classification 

only; assumes no reformulation work. Combination vaccines are assumed technically 

complex to improve for heat stability due to individual components.

• Potential programmatic impact based on greatest perceived benefits and potential use 

case for CTC use; perceived challenges and feasibility of implementation based on previous 

VIPS consultations, CTC country consultations and programmatic expert consultation

• Potential commercial feasibility based on prioritisation/ funding of vaccines by Gavi or 

CEPI, LMIC market and known manufacturer interest in CTC.

Methodology overview to prioritise vaccines for CTC use 

Potential for CTC to facilitate vaccine delivery

Vaccines relevant for LMICs

CTC qualification technically feasible

Long-list of Vaccines

SHORTLIST for CTC use

Vaccines in scope and with available stability data

Potential programmatic impact of CTC and 

assessment of commercial feasibility 

# of 

vaccine 

targets 

17

12

84

40

26

12

Priority list for CTC Use 8
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VIPS vaccine target shortlist for CTC use

1 MR-MAP is included here due to the stage of development and the thermostability data available, but all other vaccines prioritised under the vaccine MAPs prioritisation exercise 

would be targets for CTC

CTC SHORTLIST 

in alphabetical order

Dengue

dT (reduced d antigen for adults/adolescents)

Hepatitis B (birth dose)

Hepatitis B (adults)

Human papillomavirus (HPV)

Measles-Rubella (MR)- MAP1

Meningitis A,C, W, Y (X)

M.Tuberculosis – BCG

Oral Cholera Vaccines (OCV)

Rabies

SARS-COV-2

Typhoid conjugate vaccine (TCV)
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Looking at both programmatic impact and commercial feasibility 
provided a CTC priority list of 8 vaccine targets
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CTC PRIORITY LIST 

in alphabetical order

dT (reduced d antigen for adults/adolescents)

Hepatitis B (birth dose)

Human papillomavirus (HPV)

Measles-Rubella (MR) - MAP1

Meningitis A,C, W, Y (X)

Oral Cholera Vaccines (OCV)

SARS-COV-2

Typhoid conjugate vaccine (TCV)

Proposed VIPS priority list of vaccine targets for CTC use

1 MR-MAP is included here due to the stage of development and the thermostability data available, but all other vaccines prioritised under the vaccine MAPs prioritisation exercise would be targets for 

CTC
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Vaccine target or pathogen/disease, vaccine type and administration route – selecting only vaccines 

that are delivered through intradermal, intramuscular or subcutaneous routes

Qualitative assessment of whether there is a potential market for the vaccine in LMICs based on 

existing knowledge and literature review regarding burden of disease, epidemiology or existing markets.

Existing interest of one of the following global public health organisations or committees: WHO PDVAC, 

WHO PDR, WHO R&D Blueprint, Gavi, UNICEF, CEPI, CARB-X, BARDA, other funders and PPPs.

Specific global health needs that have already been identified and could benefit most from vaccine 

MAPs: elimination agenda, epi/ pandemic potential and risk of AMR. 

Development stage: preclinical, phase1, phase 2, phase 3, licensed and PQ. Only vaccines that have 

completed phase 3 are selected, except for vaccine targets with outbreak potential, where 

vaccines having completed phase 2 only are also selected if they are amongst CEPI or R&D 

Blueprint priorities focusing on disease with epidemic potential.

Vaccination settings or target populations: RI – usually at fixed health post, or ‘special settings’ i.e. 

outreach/campaign, birth-dose,  adolescents/ adults, maternal, older adults, travel/migrants or booster 

dose(s). Only special settings are selected.

Methodology overview to prioritise vaccines for MAPs 
(interim list)

Interim list for use with MAPs 

(incl. for LMICs) 

Market distribution 

has LMIC market

Known global health organisation 

interest in vaccine or disease

Long-list of vaccines 

Vaccine target information 

(including route of administration)

Specific global health priority/ 

agenda

Status of vaccines

Population/ settings 

for use of vaccine 

MAP

91

77

64

49

38

25

20

20

# Target 

Vaccines
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Expert feedback narrowed down the interim list of 20 vaccines 
to 11 priority vaccines for MAPs

Interim list of 20 vaccine targets for use with MAPs 

(incl. for LMICs)

Inclusion 

in final list
Feedback from Expert Group: rationale for excluding from the list

Legacy

High volumes of 

vaccines 

available with low 

unit price

Hepatitis B virus 

Measles, mumps and rubella viruses (MR and MMR) 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (BCG) X The low price point of BCG makes it an unfavorable target for MAPs

Poliovirus, inactivated X
In the next 10 years it is likely that there will not be a large market for IPV 

as a standalone as it may be replaced by Hexavalent vaccine. 

Rabies virus 

Salmonella Typhi 

Yellow Fever 

Evolving

 Not 

commoditised/

higher price 

vaccines, or 

vaccines still in 

development 

Group B streptococcus (GBS), S agalactiae 

Human papillomavirus 

Malaria
X

There is no surrogate of efficacy identified for this target, so it would be a 

very risky choice from a development perspective 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (next generation)
X

There is no surrogate of efficacy identified for this target, so it would be a 

very risky choice from a development perspective

Neisseria meningitidis A,C,W,Y (X) 

Streptococcus pneumoniae 

Outbreak

Vaccine targets 

with 

unpredictable 

demand driven by 

outbreaks

Chikungunya virus X All outbreak vaccines present a very challenging business case, and 

some are still at a relatively early development stage. 

Clinical trials are also complex as for some of these targets, having 

enough cases/ transmission to conduct a clinical trial can be challenging. 

Therefore, only influenza (pandemic and seasonal) and SARS-CoV-2 

will be kept as representative antigens of outbreak vaccines as they are 

also either used in endemic settings or will likely be.

Ebola virus X

Influenza virus, pandemic 

MERS coronavirus (MERS-CoV) X

Rift Valley fever virus (RVF) X

SARS-CoV-2 

Zika X
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Additional considerations on MAPs regulatory pathway, 
potential programmatic impact and financial sustainability/ 
funders interest were taken into consideration

Potential vaccine targets for 

use with MAPs

Estimated  regulatory 

pathway complexity
Potential programmatic impact

Potential financial sustainability or 

funders interest 

Legacy

High volumes of vaccines 

available with low unit 

price

Hepatitis B virus Low Moderate-high High

Measles and rubella viruses
Low

High Medium 

Measles, mumps and rubella Medium High High

Rabies virus Low High Medium-high

Salmonella Typhi Medium Low Medium-high 

Yellow Fever Medium High Medium-low

Evolving

 Not commoditised/ 

higher price vaccines, or 

vaccines still in 

development 

Group B streptococcus 

(GBS), S agalactiae
High Moderate Medium

Human papillomavirus Medium High High

Neisseria meningitidis 

A,C,W,Y
Medium Moderate Medium-low

Neisseria meningitidis 

A,C,W,Y,X
Medium Moderate Medium-low

Streptococcus pneumoniae Low Low Medium

Outbreak

Vaccine targets with 

unpredictable demand 

driven by outbreaks

Influenza virus, pandemic 

and seasonal 
Medium Moderate High

SARS-CoV-2 Medium Moderate High

Additional details on assessments in appendix.
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The additional considerations allowed to define two groups 
within priority vaccines for MAPs

Hep B

M(M)R

Neisseria meningitis 
ACWY(X)

Salmonella Typhi

Yellow Fever

Group B strep

Human papillomavirusRabies 

Streptococcus pneumoniae

Influenza virus

SARS-CoV-2

Lower Medium Higher

L
o
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r

M
e
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m

H
ig

h
e
r

Financial sustainability/ funders interest (potential or existing)  

P
o
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n
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a
l 

p
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g
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m
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a
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c
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m
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c
t 

o
f 

a
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A
P

Priority 2 group

Priority 1 group

Potential financial sustainability or funders interest in a MAP

Low Medium HighEstimated regulatory pathway complexity

Additional considerations: regulatory pathway, programmatic impact, financial sustainability/ funders interest
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Proposed VIPS priority list of vaccine targets for MAPs

PRIORITY LIST of vaccine targets for MAPs

Priority 1 group

Hepatitis B virus

Measles, rubella (MR)/ Measles, mumps and rubella (MMR) 

viruses

Human papillomavirus

Rabies virus

Yellow fever

Influenza virus, seasonal and pandemic

SARS-CoV-2

Priority 2 group

Group B streptococcus (GBS), S agalactiae

Neisseria meningitidis A,C,W,Y,(X)

Salmonella Typhi

Streptococcus pneumoniae
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